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Abstract

Purpose – This paper aims to describe the “InDO: Institute Demographic Ontology” and demonstrates the InDO-based semiautomated process for both generating and extending a knowledge graph to provide a comprehensive resource for marginalized US graduate students. The knowledge graph currently consists of instances related to the semistructured National Science Foundation Survey of Earned Doctorates (NSF SED) 2019 analysis report data tables. These tables contain summary statistics of an institute’s doctoral recipients based on a variety of demographics. Incorporating institute Wikidata links ultimately produces a table of unique, clearly readable data.

Design/methodology/approach – The authors use a customized semantic extract transform and loader (SETLr) script to ingest data from 2019 US doctoral-granting institute tables and preprocessed NSF SED Tables 1, 3, 4 and 9. The generated InDO knowledge graph is evaluated using two methods. First, the authors compare competency questions’ sparql results from both the semiautomatically and manually generated graphs. Second, the authors expand the questions to provide a better picture of an institute’s doctoral-recipient demographics within study fields.

Findings – With some preprocessing and restructuring of the NSF SED highly interlinked tables into a more parsable format, one can build the required knowledge graph using a semiautomated process.

Originality/value – The InDO knowledge graph allows the integration of US doctoral-granting institutes demographic data based on NSF SED data tables and presentation in machine-readable form using a new semiautomated methodology.
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1. Introduction
Newly minted doctoral students face a long-standing problem of “what comes next?” This transition from being a student toward their chosen career path is referred to as graduate mobility (Keshan, 2021). The preparation for graduate mobility does not start when one is approaching graduation but rather much earlier, perhaps even as early as the time of program selection. To help students have a smooth transition from graduate school to their career, it is important for them to have an adequate amount of information for doctoral graduate school selection. The information should include the demographics of past doctoral recipients and the career paths they chose. Students can use this information along with the general program ranking to make an informed decision about which graduate program to join. Therefore, the question of “what comes next” is connected to the question of “where is the best for me?” during a doctoral program selection (Keshan et al., 2021). In general, doctoral programs are challenging for all students but can be especially challenging for students from marginalized communities—groups of students traditionally under-represented based on ethnicity, race, language, gender identity, age, physical ability and/or immigration status (Gay, 2004; Sevelius et al., 2020). It has been shown that marginalized students have to go the extra mile to prove their worth.

Previous work (Keshan et al., 2021) proposed an Institute Demographic Ontology (InDO) designed to help with this problem. The ontology was mainly generated manually using a traditional methodology (Kendall and McGuinness, 2019). This paper builds on that work by describing a new, semiautomated process for generating an Institute Demographic knowledge graph, based on the InDO ontology, to integrate the various NSF SED survey results statistical data (Foley, 2021). Notably, National Science Foundation (NSF) recently (Dec 2021) launched the “Survey of Earned Doctorates Restricted Data Analysis System” (SED RDAS), which allows users to create their own tables for SED data from 2017 to 2020. In this restrictive model, security protocols in the NSF system do not allow the user to acquire institute-specific demographics with respect to the year. However, the institute-specific data is available through the NSF website as part of their SED analysis results across multiple tables for the years 1958 to 2020. These tables (Figure 1) can be integrated with one another using semantic techniques without compromising privacy to make the statistical data more machine-readable and, therefore, more accessible, providing a more comprehensive picture of any US doctorate-granting institute’s demographics. This system integrates the available institute data from the provided results table without compromising student privacy.

In this paper, we describe a semiautomated linked-data representation of the NSF SED statistical data, knowledge representation of this statistical, demographic data and the usefulness of linking it with Wikidata [1]. Wikidata is a free and open knowledge base that can be processed by both humans and machines. The content of Wikidata, available under a free creative commons license, is interlinkable to other open data sets on the linked data Web. Our current InDO-based semiautomatically generated knowledge graph includes data points from Tables 1, 3, 4 and 9 of the published NSF SED 2019 analysis results. One hundred and ninety-four of the 448 doctoral-granting US institutes have their respective Wikidata nodes added to allow users to access our resources in conjunction with other linked data already available on the Web. Finally, as part of the evaluation, we compared blazegraph workbench results obtained from the semiautomatically generated knowledge graph and the manually generated knowledge graph. We also added new competency questions to provide a better picture of an institute’s demographic based on broad study
fields. The consistency of the semiautomatically generated InDO knowledge graph was checked using Pellet in Protégé – 5.5.0.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related literature and background concepts used for this work. Section 3 expands on the different methods used as part of the pipeline. Section 4 describes the obtained results, and Section 5 compares the semiautomatic generated knowledge graph with the manually generated one. Section 6 discusses the challenges and limitations of our work while describing how we address them, and Section 7 concludes by restating the importance of the work and how it leads to future research ventures.

2. Background work

Even when a rich profusion of research on graduate students can be found in the social science domain, there is comparatively little available on marginalized US graduate students. Most of the available research focuses on graduate students of color and females, and the major theme across research in at least the past three decades has been the role of advising in the retention and success of historically marginalized graduate students in the US (Blackwell, 1987; Abatso et al., 1987; Frierson, 1990; Willie, 1991; Terenzini, 1996; Brown et al., 1999; Brown, 2000; Gay, 2004; Golde and Dore, 2004; Girves et al., 2005; Thomas et al., 2007; Luna and Prieto, 2009; Pau, 2009; Fuhrmann et al., 2011; McGee et al., 2012; Sauermann and Roach, 2012; Gibbs et al., 2014; McCallum, 2017; Roach and Sauermann, 2017; Sevelius et al., 2020; and Ullrich et al., 2021). The research is even more sparse when looking at minority groups based on other factors such as functional limitations (Jain et al., 2020; Tamjeddin et al., 2021), citizenship (Zhou, 2010) or age (Rose, 2005). Additionally, the existing research highlights the lack of available references and reference points – someone with a similar background who has experienced or is currently experiencing the doctoral process,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of study</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life sciences</td>
<td></td>
<td>12,781</td>
<td>5,819</td>
<td>6,962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From top 20 institutions</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,584</td>
<td>1,558</td>
<td>2,026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard U.</td>
<td></td>
<td>269</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. Florida</td>
<td></td>
<td>248</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td></td>
<td>226</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins U.</td>
<td></td>
<td>422</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. Washington, Seattle</td>
<td></td>
<td>221</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. California, Davis</td>
<td></td>
<td>203</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State U. Columbus</td>
<td></td>
<td>191</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1.
(a) The top screenshot depicts a portion of the NSF SED 2019 Table 4. This table consists of the “Top 20 doctorate-granting institutions ranked by total number of doctorate recipients, by broad field of study and sex”; (b) the bottom screenshot depicts a portion of the NSF SED 2019 Table 6. This table consists of the “Doctorates recipients, by state or location of doctorate institutions, broad field of study, and sex”
whether that be a student or a faculty member – for marginalized graduate students in US doctoral-granting institutes (Keshan et al., 2021).

Though not referred to specifically as a lack of a reference point, social scientists have been addressing similar issues through their research on the role of mentorship in marginalized graduate students’ development for at least the past 30 years. For example, Brown et al. (1999) state that one needs to emphasize the process of becoming a profession rather than the act of being that profession. They discuss the importance of students building the required knowledge base, skills and behaviors to become a successful professional under the guidance of an advisor. This process of learning and mentorship is backed by historical examples of individuals entering professions through apprenticeship. Terenzini (1996) brings to our attention the way students “learn – and in many cases internalize – their mentors’ intellectual orientations, value systems, criteria, and standards about what constitutes appropriate topics and good research”. Therefore, due to their ideological and experiential influence, advisers become one of the students’ most important reference points in understanding and adapting to the scientific research system. It has been shown that effective mentoring relationships can be used to encourage underrepresented students to go to graduate schools (Luna and Prieto, 2009). Gay (2004) continues to bring to our attention how the concept of “giving back to the community” plays an influential role for these students. We can refer to such “giving back” as becoming the reference point for the next generation of graduate students. Even when researchers have been discussing the lack of reference points in different forms, the authors Thomas et al. (2007) remind us of the unique challenges marginalized students face – the “societal pressures and frequent negative stereotypes as well as usually being a racial token in their department, program or even college”. Hence, it becomes more important to create a system to offer reference points to marginalized graduate US students.

While the literature shows a lot of inter-domain research being conducted, the work of Pau (2009) is the closest work to ours in terms of looking at the social science problem of marginalized students from a computer science perspective. The author focuses on factors influencing female students’ perception of computing and computing careers (Pau, 2009). Even when the author does tackle a social science problem from a computer science perspective, the research methods followed were parallel to the ones dominantly used in the social science domain: interviews and surveys. Because “reference points” could be either an individual or information available on the Web in a structured, semistructured and unstructured manner, connecting and combining the information using semantics becomes an obvious choice. Literature shows how semantics has helped elevate required information by combining such resources in various domains (Singhal, 2012; Madhavan et al., 2008; Dong, 2019; Krishnan, 2018; High, 2012).

As part of a semantic Web benchmark, Lehigh University demonstrated a unifying system of university information through the creation of the University Ontology [2]. This ontology allows access to university concepts, including information, affiliation and department for faculty, students and staff, but it does not define the demographic of an individual, nor does it include a mechanism to store the number of doctoral recipients of an institute in a given year. To build in/include this important demographic information, we looked at two prominent ontologies: NCI Thesaurus (NCIT) open biological and biomedical ontologies Edition (Balhoff et al., 2017) and the Children’s Health Exposure Analysis Resource (CHEAR) ontology (Balshaw et al., 2017). Even though the NCIT ontology is centered on the cancer domain and the CHEAR ontology is centered on children’s health with respect to environmental exposure, the two ontologies provide clear guidelines as to how to incorporate demographic concepts into knowledge graphs. Thus, there are multiple resources that could help store and present a section of the data for marginalized community
students. However, we could not find one existing ontology that could either directly or, by extension, fulfill the requirement of a comprehensive resource. Hence, we created InDO, starting by reusing the already existing SemanticScience Integrated Ontology (SIO) (Dumontier et al., 2014). Even though the InDO ontology provides us with a helpful taxonomy, it is important to create a knowledge graph by adding instances to the ontology for maximizing the ontologies’ utility. The different applications, problems, challenges, refinements and evaluation of knowledge graphs using structured, semistructured and unstructured data can be found in recent knowledge graph survey papers (Paulheim, 2017; Guo et al., 2020; Tiwari et al., 2021; Ji et al., 2021). These surveys outline and explain existing methods of creating and evaluating knowledge graphs from tables.

Some of the tools used to generate knowledge graphs are RDFLib, customized Python programming and different extract-transform-load (ETL) tools. We would like to highlight two spreadsheets/tables to rdf tools – Cellfie and Semantic Extract Transform and Load-er (SETLr) (discussed in Section 3.3). Cellfie is a Protege Desktop Plugin for importing spreadsheet data into owl ontology [3], whereas SETLr (McCusker et al., 2018) is a powerful tool for creating RDF from tabular sources and provides a platform for semantic extract, transform and load workflows. As Cellfie is made for a particular platform and has not been demonstrated to be used as a part of a larger build approach, its automatability is limited. On the other hand, SETLr can be incorporated into an automated build system, allowing it to be deployed directly to production knowledge graphs or part of larger build approaches. Because this work is part of a larger build approach, hence, we chose SETLr to generate our semiautomated knowledge graph based on InDO. Currently, the ingested data is from the multiple tables published by the US NSF [4] as part of their annual NSF SED report. NSF has been conducting these annual surveys since the year 1957 and publishing an aggregated summary report both in terms of data tables and an analysis report. These downloadable tables (Figure 1) are organized such that the human eye can analyze the data quickly but are highly complex and difficult for a machine to parse. Hence, we incorporated the summary statistics aggregation method (McCusker et al., 2019) used by Chari et al. (2019) to make study cohorts visible using knowledge graphs. Using this method allowed us to incorporate the summary statistical data provided in the published NSF SED 2019 survey data tables. We also preprocessed these tables to convert them into a machine-readable format for comparatively easy ingestion.

The literature we reviewed helped us to see the current gaps in the field and use computer science semantic tools, including ontologies and knowledge graphs, to solve this giant social science problem: the lack of reference points for historically marginalized US graduate students. Now that we have created the InDO ontology, we will build upon our previous work by demonstrating a semiautomated process of generating a knowledge graph and connecting it with Wikidata, a highly recognized linked resource. We will also demonstrate how the challenges during the conversion and ingestion of the NSF SED summary statistical data were handled during the process to make the resource a valuable one.

3. Methodology

Figure 2 depicts the overview of the institute’s demographic data harmonization process, from extracting them from published Web pages to flattening them and then matching them with the corresponding classes, followed by ingestion into the knowledge graph through the customized SETLr code. This is then followed by querying the semiautomatically generated knowledge graph to acquire the required knowledge. We will now discuss the overview of the InDO ontology used as the taxonomy for this work in Section 3.1, followed by the
preprocessing step and data modeling of the ingested NSF tables in Section 3.2, and learn more about the SETLr tool and its usage in this study in Section 3.3.

3.1 Overview of Institute Demographic ontology
The InDO captures the demographics of an institute’s doctoral recipients, broad and fine field of study and pursues career paths (Figure 3). The terminology is structured in a five-leveled hierarchy that provides room for the most abstract top level (basic components used to describe an Institute’s demographics) to the most concrete bottom levels (particular graduate programs offered by the institute) with the corresponding provenance. The terminology structure is highly influenced by the NSF SED data tables and the CHEAR ontology. Both the ontology and the use case knowledge graph are created using Protégé – 5.5.0.

The ontology consistency is checked using the in-built Hermit reasoner (this reasoner helps determine if the input ontology is consistent or not while identifying subsumption relationships between classes), whereas the knowledge graph consistency is checked using the in-built Pellet reasoner (this reasoner does not only checks if the ontology contains contradictory facts but is built to check the possibilities of instances and types of individuals added).

3.2 Preprocessing of National Science Foundation tables
NSF SED 2019 (Foley, 2021) (henceforth referred to as NSF results) has 72 tables [5], and each table has a unique structure, with many being in a highly interlinked (multihierarchy levels) format. NSF results Table 2 shows an increase in the US doctoral-granting institutions from 283 institutes in 1973 to 448 institutes in 2019. We created a table (Figure 4) consisting of all the 2019 doctoral-granting US institutions, available in data tables and their respective Wikidata links. Incorporating Wikidata in our comprehensive resource system allowed us to access significant amounts of other linked-data sources connected via the Wikipedia links.

As mentioned, these tables being in a highly interlinked format, could not be easily processed by machines, so we first had to preprocess these tables and restructure them into a parsable format. We used the most logical method to convert each NSF SED complex data table to a simple table format keeping the essence intact. For example, NSF results Table 3 – “Top 50 doctorate-granting institutions ranked by a total number of doctorate recipients, by
sex: 2019” has a column for the total number of doctorate recipients and one column for each male and female doctorate recipients for the top 50 US doctoral-granting institutions for 2019. We merged these three columns into a single column that we called “Sex.” This required us to add the class “All” under “indo:Sex” stating the total number of doctoral

### Figure 3.
(a) A conceptual diagram depicting the top-level classes of our Institute Demographic Ontology; (b) a conceptual overview of our Institute Demographic Ontology’s institute class

### Figure 4.
A snapshot of the newly created table of all the 2019 doctoral granting US institutes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>institute_id</th>
<th>institute_name</th>
<th>Insti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q4682076">https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q4682076</a></td>
<td>Adelphi U.</td>
<td>Institute_00001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q4697913">https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q4697913</a></td>
<td>Air Force Institute of Technology</td>
<td>Institute_00002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
recipients. The provenance of this summary statistical data was added through a column stating the NSF results it belonged to (Figure 5). NSF results Table 4 – “Top 20 doctorate-granting institutions ranked by the total number of doctorate recipients, by broad field of study and sex: 2019” was restructured in a similar format. In addition to creating a single “Sex” column for all institutions as well as adding the NSF provenance table column, we introduced a separate study field column and replicated the information for each of the Top 20 institutes in the NSF results as depicted in Figure 6. These small tweaks allowed us to convert complex, hierarchical and highly interlinked tables into a simple table format with all the required information intact. This also demonstrates the method we can use to include other gender identities into our ontology which currently consists of just the Male and Female tags used in the NSF SED data tables.

To demonstrate the value of semantic tools for this work, we ingested Table 9 – “Top 20 doctorate-granting institutions ranked by number of minority U.S. citizen and permanent resident doctorate recipients, by ethnicity and race: 5-year total, 2015–19” in our knowledge

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>441</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>759</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Top 50 doctorate-granting institutions ranked by total number of doctorate recipients, by sex: 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institute_name</th>
<th>RankBySex</th>
<th>Rank_sex</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Insti_Demo</th>
<th>Doctorate_students</th>
<th>NSF_Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U. California, Berkeley</td>
<td>DoctoralRecipients 2019SexRank1</td>
<td>1 Male</td>
<td></td>
<td>DoctoralRecipients 2019BySexRank1_Male</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. California, Berkeley</td>
<td>DoctoralRecipients 2019SexRank1</td>
<td>1 Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>DoctoralRecipients 2019BySexRank1_Female</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. California, Berkeley</td>
<td>DoctoralRecipients 2019SexRank1</td>
<td>1 All</td>
<td></td>
<td>DoctoralRecipients 2019BySexRank1_All</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The converted U. California, Berkeley information as seen in the bottom screenshot was used to ingest the data along with the provenance in InDO knowledge graph using the customized SETLr script
3.3 Semantic extract transform and loader

We created a customized SETLr script to populate our InDO knowledge graph with each of the processed NSF results tables. One can ingest and generate this knowledge graph in multiple ways. We decided to have one graph that ingests data from each of the processed NSF results tables as a whole. The connections between the data across these processed NSF results tables were inferred using the doctoral-granting US institute’s Wikidata links as their unique identifiers. This approach of ingesting data from each table separately and allowing the connection to be made between these different data points using linked data provides a mechanism to process the NSF SED data in a mutually exclusive manner. One will not be required to look at the entire graph code to modify the code for a particular processed NSF results table. Moreover, the
The same code could be used to ingest the processed tables across multiple years of NSF SED survey data with similar structures. This script is also customized to follow the aggregate grouping criteria method as discussed earlier and provides room for categorizing each student as part of a demographic, field and institution. Figure 8 shows a pictorial view of this portion of the pipeline.

4. Results

Our current pipeline allows us to generate the InDO knowledge graph based on the InDO ontology in a semiautomated method and link the data set with Wikidata links as US doctoral-granting institute’s unique identifier. Linking Wikidata with our data set allows us to broaden our reach of information available over the Web regarding these institutions. The consistency of the generated knowledge graph is checked through the Pellet reasoner.

The semiautomatically generated InDO Knowledge Graph is created from 6,098 data points available across five different tables. The code connects instances of redundant instances across tables, helping us get a better overview of an institute’s demographic, including its ranking and number of male and female students in one of the six broad fields of studies – Life Sciences, Physical Sciences and Earth Sciences, Mathematics and Computer Sciences, Psychology and Social Sciences, Engineering and Education. It also allows us to understand the doctoral demographics of an institute based on the five ethnicities and race groups – Hispanic_or_Latino, AmericanIndianOrAlaskanNative, Asian, BlackOrAfricanAmerican and MoreThanOneRace – over five years. Our semiautomatically generated knowledge graph
consists of 109 classes and 1,138 instances. Table 1 depicts the composition of the 6,098 data points that lead to 1,138 instances in our InDO knowledge graph.

5. Evaluation
The evaluation was done in the following two ways:

(1) manually comparing the results of the competency questions obtained from the semiauto generated knowledge graph using a customized SETLr script to the manually generated InDO knowledge graph [7]; and

(2) expanding the competency questions to check for consistency and get a better overview of doctoral-granting institute’s demographic information as more data points are added.

Table 1. Depicting the total number of data points ingested from four different table sources - three preprocessed direct tables from NSF SED 2019 survey and one additional created table consisting of doctoral-granting US institutes in 2019 with their respective Wikidata links

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>#data points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated table for US doctoral-granting institutes</td>
<td>$194 \times 2 = 388$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF results Table 1: Doctorate Recipients from US Universities: 2019</td>
<td>$61 \times 2 = 122$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF results Table 3: Top 50 doctorate-granting institutions ranked by total number of doctorate recipients, by sex: 2019</td>
<td>$150 \times 8 = 1,200$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF results Table 4: Top 20 doctorate-granting institutions ranked by total number of doctorate recipients, by broad field of study and sex: 2019</td>
<td>$366 \times 10 = 3,660$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF results Table 9: Top 20 doctorate-granting institutions ranked by number of minority US citizen and permanent resident doctorate recipients, by ethnicity and race: five-year total, 2015–19</td>
<td>$104 \times 7 = 728$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: These multiple data points have overlapping data in them, such as the institute name, their Wikidata links, and the NSF Table name as the provenance of the ingested data. These multiple instances of ingested data are identified as one instance in the knowledge graph avoiding duplication of data and helping in linking data from multiple data sources with accurate provenance information. This leads to the generation of 1,138 data instances in our semiautomated knowledge graph from the 6,098 data points across five tables.

Figure 8. (a) Demonstrates the overall structure of ingesting and connecting summary statistic data from NSF SED 2019 tables; (b) demonstrates the aggregation method used for storing the summary statistics provided in the NSF SED data tables.
The semiautomatically generated knowledge graph simplifies the data ingestion process and removes extra instances used during the manual process. Hence, by updating the SPARQL queries for the newly semiautomatically created knowledge graph (Figure 15), we were able to obtain the same results for the following three competency questions as from its manually generated knowledge graph. These queries were run on Blazegraph Workbench:

- (cq1) A given year’s total doctoral recipients from US institutes between 1958 and 2019. For example, how many total doctoral recipients were there from 1960-62 and 2016-19 from US institutes (Figure 9)?
- (cq2) US institute that graduated the most doctorates in a given year and the binary gender representation of those students. For example, what is the US Institute with the maximum doctoral recipients in 2019, and how many of them were females (Figure 10)?
- (cq3) Institute with the most doctoral students in a given field of study. How many of those were from their marginalized community? For example, how many female doctoral recipients in 2019 were from the University of California Berkeley in the Mathematics and Computer Science graduate program (Figure 11)?

Now that we have more information, we have expanded the above competency questions to include other broad fields of studies and institutes. For example, we queried the (cq4) broad field of studies offered by Harvard University and the number of Male and Female students in each field. Because Harvard University is one of the 2019 top 20 institutes based on the number of doctoral recipients, we were able to obtain information about sex demographics in Life Sciences, Physical Sciences, Earth Sciences, Psychology, and Social Sciences, as shown in Figure 12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>DoctoralRecipients</th>
<th>NSFTable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>9733</td>
<td>NSF Table 1 Doctoral Recipients US Universities 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
<td>10413</td>
<td>NSF Table 1 Doctoral Recipients US Universities 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>11500</td>
<td>NSF Table 1 Doctoral Recipients US Universities 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>54809</td>
<td>NSF Table 1 Doctoral Recipients US Universities 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>54554</td>
<td>NSF Table 1 Doctoral Recipients US Universities 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>55103</td>
<td>NSF Table 1 Doctoral Recipients US Universities 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>55703</td>
<td>NSF Table 1 Doctoral Recipients US Universities 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>TotalDoctoralRecipients</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U. California, Berkeley</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We also queried the (cq5a) different ethnicities and races data available in the system and the (cq5b) institute that was ranked fifth in graduating doctorates from Black or African American race. Figures 13 and 14 demonstrate the respective results obtained from Blazegraph Workbench.

6. Discussion
This paper demonstrates a semiautomated process of generating the InDO knowledge graph based on the Institute Demographic Ontology. This process provides a scalable knowledge graph model aimed toward a comprehensible resource incorporating various demographics (sex, functional limitations, citizenship status, ethnicity and age.) The semiautomation process had its own challenges, from accessing the highly interlinked data provided by NSF SED survey 2019 results tables to finding a feasible and scalable process of creating the required knowledge using InDO, from ingesting summary statistics data to the process of connecting our database with other established Web sources, while keeping the knowledge graph clean and compact. We restructured the NSF SED 2019 survey result data tables from a highly interlinked table format to a simple table format. Restructuring the tables made processing and accessing the summary statistics data easier. This solution required the addition of a new class, “indo:All” as a subclass of “indo:Sex” under the demographic class, hence, resulting in InDO extension. The new induced class stored the total number of doctoral recipients, whether for an institute or for a broad field of study offered by an institute. The semiautomation process included the creation of a new table consisting of the 2019 doctoral granting US institutes and their respective Wikidata links. These links were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institute</th>
<th>TotalDoctoralRecipients</th>
<th>OfferedDegree</th>
<th>TotalInDegree</th>
<th>FemaleInDegree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U. California, Berkeley</td>
<td>864</td>
<td>MathematicsAndComputerSciences</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12.
Result of sparql query as obtained on Blazegraph workbench for 2019 demographics based on broad field of study and sex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BroadFieldOfStudy</th>
<th>TotalInDegree</th>
<th>MaleInDegree</th>
<th>FemaleInDegree</th>
<th>Table 4: Top 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PsychologyAndSocialSciences</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LifeSciences</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhysicalSciencesAndEarthSciences</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
used as the institute’s identifier, resulting in data connection across tables, maintaining consistency and preventing instance duplication. We also used the aggregation method to empower cohort visibility and keep track of students who are part of multiple groups. This method was implemented in the customized SETLr script for ingesting our current summary statistics data based on the number of doctoral recipients. Figure 6 illustrates the use of this method to create collections/groups/sets.

The customized SETLr script allowed quick data ingestion from our created institute’s table and the preprocessed 2019 NSF SED 2019 survey’s Tables 1, 3, 4 and 9. Even though these tables contain the top 50 and top 20 institutes based on total doctoral recipients and provide the total number of male/female doctoral recipients information, and the number of students for five ethnicity and race groups for a five-year period, it allows us to understand the general approach to expand and incorporate the required data available across 72 tables as part of NSF SED 2019 survey analysis report. Consistency of the generated knowledge graph was tested using the Protégé – 5.5.0 built-in Pellet reasoner. The current customized SETLr code used to create the semiautomatically generated InDO knowledge graph provides a mechanism to generate a machine-readable format of the NSF Survey of Earned Doctorates summary statistical data, originally provided in a highly interlinked and nonmachine processable format on the NSF website, without compromising the anonymity of the historically US underrepresented graduate student community.

During this automation process, we saw that the queries used on the manually created knowledge graph needed to be modified. Figure 15 shows the sparql query used

![Figure 13. Result of sparql query as obtained on Blazegraph workbench for ethnicities and race data available in the system.](image1)

![Figure 14. Results of sparql query as obtained on Blazegraph workbench for institute ranked 5th with doctorates from Black or African American community.](image2)
Figure 15. SPARQL queries on the left were used to get competency question responses from manually generated InDO knowledge graph, and the SPARQL queries on the right side were used to get the same responses from semiautomatically generated knowledge graphs.

Notes: We can see that restructuring made the total students as part of the demographic class, which requires an additional pattern matching with the demographic class.
on the manually created knowledge graph [8] vs the semiautomatically created knowledge graph to obtain responses for the competency questions discussed in the evaluation section. The major change was moving the total doctorates under the demographic class “indo:All.” This required an additional pattern matching in the SPARQL query to access the total number of graduate recipients in a year or for a particular institute and field. This change does add an extra pattern matching step in our sparql queries but helps keep things clean and simple by having all the aggregated values as part of the demographics class, facilitating the cohort visibility. It also allows extensibility that can be used as we extend the work to a larger class of marginalized students. The current work also helps us understand how data harmonization could take place between different demographic groups, leading to a full picture of an institute’s demographics based on the provided data.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the tools required and challenges faced while semiautomating the process of InDO knowledge graph generation and connecting it with established Web sources such as Wikidata. We also show how we found a way to tackle a social science problem from a computer science perspective. Finally, we demonstrate how our InDO ontology could be extended and made inclusive to fulfill the requirement for a comprehensive resource for marginalized graduate students.

In particular, we were able to semiautomatically generate the InDO knowledge graph, using customized SETLr code, to contain 1,138 instances across five different data sources and use the Wikidata links as the institute’s identifiers. We also provide the details of how the SETLr script is structured and the use of aggregation methods for summary statistics to empower cohort visibility. Evaluation of the generated knowledge graph was illustrated in two ways: first, by comparing the competency question sparql query results obtained from the semiautomatically generated InDO knowledge graph to the manually generated one, and second, by extending those competency questions to get a better picture of an institute’s demographic based on the broad field of study and sex. The queries were run on Blazegraph workbench while the consistency of the knowledge graph was checked using Pellet.

Future work includes extending the current semiautomatic process to include required data from all 72 tables provided as part of the NSF SED 2019 survey analysis report. This will allow us to include other demographic factors such as functional limitations, age and citizenship status, along with sex, ethnicity and race, as provided in these tables. This would then be extended to include data from all the available NSF SED survey analysis report data tables over the years to understand the evolution of an institute’s graduate students’ demographics. Even though the initial focus of our work is with institutes within the USA, we hope to demonstrate in the future how users in other countries can use InDO. Along with this, we hope to more fully address the maintainability of both InDO and InDO knowledge graphs as well as the dynamic nature of the survey data, perhaps through a controlled versioning process. In addition, we will explore increasing the representation of other marginalized communities through more sources that extend the ontology to handle the needs of students dealing with gender bias, physical disabilities and other issues.

Notes

1. www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page


6. https://github.com/tetherless-world/setlr
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